
Holomorphy of Igusa's and topologial zeta funtions forhomogeneous polynomialsB. Rodrigues� and W. VeysMarh 16, 2000AbstratLet F be a number �eld and f 2 F [x1; : : : ; xn℄ n F . To any ompletion K of Fand any harater � of the group of units of the valuation ring of K one assoiatesIgusa's loal zeta funtion ZK(�; f; s). The holomorphy onjeture states that for allexept a �nite number of ompletions K of F we have that if the order of � does notdivide the order of any eigenvalue of the loal monodromy of f at any omplex pointof f�1f0g, then ZK(�; f; s) is holomorphi on C . The seond author already showedthat this onjeture is true for urves, i.e. for n = 2. Here we look at the ase of anhomogeneous polynomial f , so we an onsider ff = 0g � Pn�1. Under the onditionthat �(Pn�1C n ff = 0g) 6= 0 we prove the holomorphy onjeture. Together with someresults in the ase when �(Pn�1C n ff = 0g) = 0, we an onlude that the holomorphyonjeture is true for an arbitrary homogeneous polynomial in three variables.We also prove the so-alled monodromy onjeture for a homogeneous polynomialf 2 F [x1; x2; x3℄ with �(P2C n ff = 0g) 6= 0.Introdution(0.1) Let K be a �nite extension of the �eld Q p of p-adi numbers, RK the valuation ring ofK, PK the maximal ideal of RK , � a �xed uniformizing parameter for RK , and K = RK=PKthe residue �eld of K with ardinality q. For z 2 K; ord�z 2 Z[f+1g denotes the valuationof z, jzj = q�ord�z and a(z) = z��ord�z is the angular omponent of z.Let f(x) 2 K[x℄; x = (x1; : : : ; xn); be a non-onstant polynomial and � a harater ofR�K, i.e. a homomorphism � : R�K ! C � with �nite image, where R�K denotes the group ofunits of RK. (We formally put �(0) = 0.) To these data one assoiates Igusa's loal zetafuntion ZK(�; f; s), whih is the meromorphi ontinuation to C ofs 7�! ZRnK �(a f(x)) jf(x)js jdxj ;for <(s) > 0, where jdxj denotes the Haar measure on Kn, normalized suh that RnK hasmeasure 1. Replaing RnK by P nK we analogously de�ne ZK0 (�; f; s). Igusa [7℄ showed thatthey are rational funtions of q�s.�Researh Assistant of the Belgian Fund for Sienti� Researh - Flanders.1991 Mathematis Subjet ClassiÆaton. 11S40 14B05 14E15 32S401



(0.2) We an write ZK(�; f; s) and ZK0 (�; f; s) in terms of an embedded resolution hK :Y K ! A n(K) of f�1f0g in A n(K), see Theorem 1.5.1. Let EKj , j 2 TK, be the (redued)irreduible omponents of (hK)�1(f�1f0g), and let Nj be the multipliity of EKj in the divisorof f Æ hK on Y K . Then Theorem 1.5.1 implies that when the order of � divides no Nj at all,the zeta funtions ZK(�; f; s) and ZK0 (�; f; s) will be holomorphi on C . Now the Nj are notintrinsially assoiated to f�1f0g; but the order (as root of unity) of any eigenvalue of theloal monodromy on f�1f0g divides some Nj , and those eigenvalues are intrinsi invariantsof f�1f0g (see (1.6)). This observation inspired Denef [2, Conjeture 4.4.2℄ to propose thefollowing.(0.3) Holomorphy Conjeture. Let f 2 F [x1; : : : ; xn℄nF for some number �eld F . Thenfor almost all ompletions K of F (i.e. for all exept a �nite number) we have the followingfor any harater � of R�K . If the order of � does not divide the order of any eigenvalueof the (omplex) loal monodromy of f at any omplex point of f�1f0g, then ZK(�; f; s) isholomorphi on C .(0.3.1) Remark. Denef also formulated this onjeture for ZK0 (�; f; s) and for a generaliza-tion of those two involving a Shwartz-Bruhat funtion, i.e. a loally onstant funtion withompat support.(0.4) The seond author showed in [10℄ that this onjeture is true for urves, i.e. forf 2 F [x1; x2℄. In this paper we onsider the ase of a homogeneous polynomial f , but inan arbitrary number of variables; thus f 2 F [x1; : : : ; xn℄. Remark that for suh f we anonsider ff = 0g � Pn�1C . Under the ondition that �(Pn�1C n ff = 0g) 6= 0 we will provethe holomorphy onjeture for f . (Here �(�) denotes the topologial Euler-Poinar�e hara-teristi.) If this ondition is not ful�lled we will formulate a sort of `projetive holomorphyonjeture' implying onjeture 0.3 as we will prove in Theorem 3.5. Important is that withthis projetive version of the holomorphy onjeture we atually drop the dimension by one.This will enable us to prove the holomorphy onjeture for an arbitrary homogeneous poly-nomial in three variables by reduing the problem to the situation of urves. We will alsoprove all these results for the so-alled topologial zeta funtion (see (2.3) for the de�nitionof this funtion).In the last setion we will prove the monodromy onjeture for a homogeneous polynomialf in three variables (under the ondition that �(P2C nff = 0g) 6= 0) . This onjeture roughlystates that if s0 is a pole of ZK(�; f; s), then exp(2�p�1<(s0)) is an eigenvalue of the loalmonodromy of f at some omplex point of f�1f0g.1 Expliit formulas(1.1) In this setion we will onstrut some embedded resolutions playing the key role in theproof of our results. We will also state some general formulas for Igusa's loal zeta funtionand for eigenvalues of the loal monodromy of f in terms of those embedded resolutions.2



(1.2) Let f 2 F [x1; : : : ; xn℄ n F be a homogeneous polynomial over some �eld F of ha-rateristi zero, P = ProjF [x1; : : : ; xn℄ and D = Proj (F [x1; : : : ; xn℄=(f)). An embeddedresolution of D in P onsists of a nonsingular variety Y and a proper birational morphism' : Y ! P suh that the restrition ' : Y n'�1(D) �! P nD is an isomorphism and '�1(D)has normal rossings in Y . By Hironaka [6℄ we an hoose suh an embedded resolution(Y; ') of D in P over F by means of blowing-ups. Let Ei; i 2 T = Te [ Ts; denote the(redued) F -irreduible omponents of '�1(D); where i 2 Ts if and only if Ei is a (redued)irreduible omponent of the strit transform of D:Then we an write f = Qi2Ts fNii , where eah fi is an irreduible homogeneous polynomialover F and fi orresponds with Ei (i 2 Ts) in the obvious way. Let P be the divisor of fon P, i.e. P = div f = Pi2Ts NiPi; with Pi = Proj (F [x1; : : : ; xn℄=(fi)): Then for i 2 T wede�ne Ni to be the multipliity of Ei in the divisor '�(P ) on Y:For a �xed point b of any Ei, we an hoose loal oordinates (u1; : : : ; un�1) around b andloal oordinates (v1; : : : ; vn�1) around '(b). Then �i � 1 is de�ned to be the multipliity ofEi in the loal divisor de�ned by det� �(v1 ;:::;vn�1)�(u1;:::;un�1)� : Remark that this is independent of thehoie of b on Ei and the hoie of loal oordinates around b and '(b).The ordered pairs of positive integers (Ni; �i), i 2 T , are alled the numerial data ofthe resolution (Y; '). For i 2 T and I � T we denote EÆi := Ei n Sj 6=i Ej , EI := Ti2I Ei andEÆI := EI n Sj2T nI Ej. In partiular when I = ;, we have that E; = Y. Remark that Y is thedisjoint union of the EÆI .(1.3) For any �eld extension L of F we an take the base extension of the resolution(Y; '). The result will be an embedded resolution (YL; 'L) of Proj (L[x1; : : : ; xn℄=(f)) inProjL[x1; : : : ; xn℄ over L, with YL = YF �F L. If there is any danger of onfusion we will in-lude the �eld L in the notation of (1.2) and thus write PL;DL; ELi ; T L; T Le ;TLs ; EÆi L; ELI ; EÆI L.For any �eld extension L1 � L2 we have that EL1i �L1 L2 �= Sj2Ti EL2j , where Ti is somesubset of T L2 and all EL2j ; j 2 Ti; have the same numerial data as EL1i .(1.4) Now we an start our onstrution of a suitable embedded resolution of f�1f0g inA n(F ).(1.4.1) First onsider the blowing-up � : V ! A n(F ) of A n(F ) with enter the origin.Denote the strit transform of f�1f0g in V with f�1f0g and the inverse image of the origin(by �) with E0. Remark that E0 �= P. Using the ruial ingredient that f is homogeneousthe following fats are not diÆult to verify :(i) the intersetion E0 \ f�1f0g is isomorphi to Dred;(ii) there is an open overing fVig of E0 (respetively fUig of E0 \ f�1f0g) suh that V(respetively f�1f0g) is obtained by glueing produts of the form A 1 �Vi (respetivelyA 1 � Ui). 3



(1.4.2) Then we an �nd an embedded resolution (Y; h) of f�1f0g in A n(F ) over F byombining the point-entered blowing-up � with the resolution of (1.2), taking into aountthe produt with A 1 pointed out in (ii) of (1.4.1). Let Ei; i 2 T = Te [ Ts, be the (redued)F -irreduible omponents of h�1(f�1f0g), where Ei is a (redued) irreduible omponent ofthe exeptional divisor for i 2 Te and of the strit transform of f�1f0g in Y for i 2 Ts.For eah i 2 T let Ni and �i � 1 be the multipliities of Ei in the divisor of respetivelyf Æ h and h�(dx1 ^ � � � ^ dxn) on Y . The (Ni; �i), for i 2 T , are alled the numerial dataof the resolution (Y; h). For i 2 T and I � T we denote EÆi := Ei n Sj 6=iEj; EI := Ti2IEi andEÆI := EI n Sj2TnIEj.(1.4.3) If E0 also denotes the strit transform of E0 in Y (remark that 0 2 Te in thissituation), then the following remarks are easy onsequenes of the homogeneity of f andthe hoie of our embedded resolution (Y; h) :(i) The intersetion E0 \ Ei for i 2 T n f0g is anonially isomorphi to one of the om-ponents Ej with j 2 T . This will give us a bijetion between T n f0g and T , so fromnow on we will assume T = T n f0g.(ii) Under this identi�ation of T with T n f0g also Te and Ts oinide with respetivelyTe n f0g and Ts, and orresponding Ni and �i will be the same.(iii) The seond fat of (1.4.1) will also hold for Y (respetively Ei) instead of V (respe-tively f�1f0g).(iv) The numerial data of E0 are N0 = deg f and �0 = n; and h�1f0g = E0.(1.4.4) In the same way as in (1.3) we an extend everything in (1.4) to any �eld extensionL of F .(1.4.5) Remark. From now on we assoiate to any homogeneous polynomial the embeddedresolutions and other notations of (1.2)-(1.4).(1.5) Now we are ready to state some general results in terms of the embedded resolu-tions onstruted above. For the next two theorems we �x a homogeneous polynomialf 2 F [x1; : : : ; xn℄ n F , where F is some number �eld.(1.5.1) Theorem[2, setion 3℄. For almost all ompletions K of F (i.e. for all exept a�nite number) we have the following for a harater � of R�K of order d.(i) If � is not trivial on 1 + PK, then ZK(�; f; s) and ZK0 (�; f; s) are onstant on C .(ii) If � is trivial on 1 + PK , thenZK(�; f; s) = q�n XI�TK8i2I:djNiCKI;� Yi2I q � 1q�i+sNi � 1 ;4



with CKI;� =Pk(�1)k Tr[Frob; Hk ((EÆI K)K;L�)℄.Here (�)K denotes redution modulo PK, L� is a ertain `-adi sheaf on (Y K)K assoi-ated to �, Tr denotes the trae, and Frob is the geometri Frobenius of K.For ZK0 (�; f; s) we have an analogous formula replaing CKI;� by a similar onstantCKI;�;0.(The expliit expression of CKI;� is just given for ompleteness; we will not need it in thispaper.)(1.5.2) Theorem[5, Proposition 2 and Theorem 7℄. For almost all ompletions K of F wehave the following for a harater � of R�K of order d.(i) If d does not divide deg f , then ZK(�; f; s) = ZK0 (�; f; s) = 0.(ii) If d divides deg f and � is trivial on 1 + PK, thenZK(�; f; s) = (1� q�1)q�(n�1)1� q�(deg f)s�n XI�T K8i2I:djNi CKI;� Yi2I q � 1q�i+sNi � 1 ;where CKI;� is a ertain onstant.(1.5.3) Remark. By adapting the proof of Theorem 7 in [5℄ we easily �nd that under thesame onditions as in (1.5.2)(ii)ZK0 (�; f; s) = q�(deg f)s�n (1� q�1)q�(n�1)1� q�(deg f)s�n XI�T K8i2I:djNi CKI;� Yi2I q � 1q�i+sNi � 1 :(1.5.4) Remark. Although we stated the two theorems above only for a homogeneouspolynomial, Theorem 1.5.1 also holds for an arbitrary polynomial. But Theorem 1.5.2 isspei� for the homogeneous ase.(1.6) We now remind the de�nition of loal monodromy [9℄. Fix g 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄ n C andb 2 C n with g(b) = 0. Let B � C n be a small enough ball with enter b; the restrition gjBis a loally trivial C1 �bration over a small enough pointed dis D � C n f0g with enter 0.Hene the di�eomorphism type of the Milnor �ber M(g;b) := g�1ftg \ B of g around b doesnot depend on t 2 D, and the ounterlokwise generator of the fundamental group of Dindues an automorphism of H �(M(g;b); C ) whih is alled the loal monodromy of g at b. Byan eigenvalue of the loal monodromy of g at b we mean an eigenvalue of the monodromyation on (at least) one of the Hq(M(g;b); C ) for q = 0; : : : ; n� 1.(1.6.1) Remark. In the same way as in (1.4.2) we assoiate to an arbitrary embeddedresolution of g�1f0g in A n(C ) the notations of that setion. Now �x suh an embeddedresolution. 5



(1.6.2) Theorem[1, Theorem 3℄. For b 2 g�1f0g let Pq(t) denote the harateristi polyno-mial of the monodromy ation on Hq(M(g;b); C ) for q = 0; : : : ; n� 1. Thenn�1Yq=0(Pq(t))(�1)q+1 =Yi2T (1� tNi)��(EÆi \h�1fbg):(1.6.3) In partiular if b is the origin and if g is homogeneous, then (1.4.3)(iv) implies thatn�1Qq=0(Pq(t))(�1)q+1 = (1� tdeg g)��(EÆ0 ).2 Holomorphy onjeture for homogeneous poly-nomials(2.1) In this setion we will use the embedded resolutions of setion 1 to provide in arbitrarydimension an easy proof of the holomorphy onjeture for homogeneous polynomials underthe additional harateristi-assumption mentioned before in the introdution. In the nextsetion we will treat the ase in whih this assumption is not ful�lled.(2.2) Theorem. Let F be a number �eld and f 2 F [x1; : : : ; xn℄ n F a homogeneous poly-nomial suh that �(Pn�1C n ff = 0g) 6= 0. For almost all ompletions K of F we have thefollowing for any harater � of R�K. If the order of � does not divide the order of anyeigenvalue of the (omplex) loal monodromy of f at any point of f�1f0g, then ZK(�; f; s)and ZK0 (�; f; s) are holomorphi on C . In fat they are identially zero.Proof. We use the onstrution and notation of (1.2)-(1.4). It follows from this onstrution(espeially from (1.4.1)(i)) that �(EÆ0) = �(Pn�1C n ff = 0g) 6= 0. So (1.6.3) implies thate 2�ideg f is an eigenvalue of the loal monodromy of f at the origin. From the onditions inthe holomorphy onjeture we �nd that the order of the harater � does not divide deg f ,whih gives us the result by Theorem 1.5.2(i). �(2.3) Now we introdue the so-alled topologial zeta funtion Z(r)top(g; s), whih is assoiatedto g 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄ and r 2 N n f0g by Denef and Loeser [4, setion 3℄. With the notationsfrom remark (1.6.1) we have thatZ(r)top(g; s) = XI�T8i2I:rjNi �(EÆI )Yi2I 1�i +Nis;with s 2 C . Replaing �(EÆI ) by �(EÆI \h�1f0g) we analogously de�ne Z(r)top;0(g; s). When g ishomogeneous it will easily follow from the proof of Theorem 2.4 that Z(r)top(g; s) = Z(r)top;0(g; s).6



So from now on we just have to deal with one of them. We an also formulate a holomorphyonjeture for this topologial zeta funtion.(2.3.1) Conjeture. If r 2 N n f0g does not divide the order of any eigenvalue of the loalmonodromy of g at any point of g�1f0g, then Z(r)top(g; s) is holomorphi on C .(2.4) Theorem. Let f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄ n C be a homogeneous polynomial, with �(Pn�1C nff = 0g) 6= 0. Then the holomorphy onjeture is true for Z(r)top(f; s).Proof. Let r 2 N n f0g suh that r does not divide the order of any eigenvalue of the loalmonodromy of f at any point of f�1f0g. As in the previous proof we �nd that r does notdivide deg f , so with the notations of setion 1 the topologial zeta funtion redues toZ(r)top(f; s) = X062I�T8i2I:rjNi �(EÆI )Yi2I 1�i +Nis:Now onsider a subset I of T with 0 62 I and 8i 2 I : rjNi. From (1.4.3)(iii) we knowthat (loally) EÆI = HI � (A 1 n fpointg), where HI is some subvariety of E0. Beause�(A 1 n fpointg) = 0, we an easily onlude that �(EÆI ) = 0, implying Z(r)top(f; s) to be zero.�3 The ase of Euler-Poinar�e harateristi zero(3.1) When �(Pn�1C n ff = 0g) = 0 for the homogeneous polynomial f in question, we arestill able to prove the holomorphy onjeture by assuming a sort of `projetive holomorphyonjeture in Pn�1'. For n = 3 this will atually give us a tool to prove the holomorphyonjeture by using the fat that the holomorphy onjeture is true for urves. (See [10℄.)(3.2) Suppose that K is the ompletion of a number �eld F with respet to some maximalideal of its ring of integers and that � is a harater of R�K of order d suh that d dividesdeg f and � is trivial on 1+PK. We de�ne the projetive loal zeta funtion assoiated to fand � to be ZKproj(�; f; s) = 1� q�(deg f)s�n1� q�1 ZK(�; f; s):By Theorem 1.5.2(ii) we have, using the notations of setion 1, thatZKproj(�; f; s) = q�(n�1) XI�T K8i2I:djNi CKI;�Yi2I q � 1q�i+sNi � 1 ;for almost all �elds K and all haraters � as above. By omparing this expression withTheorem 1.5.1(ii) the underlying inspiration for this de�nition should be lear.7



(3.3) Under the holomorphy onjeture for ZKproj(�; f; s) we understand : For almost all�elds K and for all haraters � as in (3.2) we have the following. If the order of � doesnot divide the order of any eigenvalue of the (omplex) loal monodromy of any fj at anyomplex point of f�1j f0g, then ZKproj(�; f; s) is holomorphi on C .Here fj denotes the polynomial you get by putting xj = 1 in the homogeneous polynomialf . Before stating the next theorem we formulate a lemma that we will need in its proof.(3.4) Lemma[3, proof of Proposition 3.4℄. Let g 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄ n C . If � is an eigenvalueof the loal monodromy of g at some point b on g�1f0g, then there is a point  on g�1f0gsuh that � is a zero or a pole of the alternating produt of the harateristi polynomialsof the monodromy ation on H i(M(g;); C ) for i = 0; : : : ; n� 1.(3.5) Theorem. Let F be a number �eld and f 2 F [x1; : : : ; xn℄ n F a homogeneous poly-nomial. The holomorphy onjeture for ZKproj(�; f; s) implies the holomorphy onjeture forZK(�; f; s) (and for ZK0 (�; f; s)).Remark. Of ourse this theorem holds when �(Pn�1C n ff = 0g) 6= 0, but we know fromthe proof of Theorem 2.2 that this ondition implies that the order of � does not dividedeg f . So in the light of Theorem 1.5.2(i), we only have to deal with a non-trivial ase if�(Pn�1C n ff = 0g) = 0.Proof of Theorem 3.5. By Theorem 1.5.1(i) and Theorem 1.5.2(i) we may assume that � istrivial on 1 + PK and that the order d of � divides deg f . So we let K and � be as in (3.2).Suppose that the order of � divides the order of some eigenvalue � of the loal monodromyof some fj at some point b of f�1j f0g. Then by lemma 3.4 we may assume that � is a zero ora pole of the alternating produt of the harateristi polynomials of the monodromy ationon H i(M(fj ;b); C ) for i = 0; : : : ; n�2. Now, using Theorem 1.6.2 and the onstrution in (1.4)(espeially the results of (1.4.3)), it is not hard to �nd a point  (di�erent from the origin)of f�1f0g suh that the produt above equals the alternating produt of the harateristipolynomials of the monodromy ation on H i(M(f;); C ) for i = 0; : : : ; n � 1. So � will alsobe an eigenvalue of the loal monodromy of f at .We an onlude that the ondition in the holomorphy onjeture (for ZK(�; f; s) andZK0 (�; f; s)) implies the ondition in the holomorphy onjeture for ZKproj(�; f; s), and heneby assumption that ZKproj(�; f; s) is holomorphi on C (for almost all ompletions K of F ).Beause ZKproj(�; f; s) is a rational funtion in q�s (of non-positive degree), this yields thatZKproj(�; f; s) is onstant as funtion of s, and more onretelyZKproj(�; f; s) = 1qn�1CK;;�:From (1.5.3) and (3.2) we �nd thatZK0 (�; f; s) = q�(deg f)s�nZK(�; f; s)8



= (1� q�1)q�(deg f)s�n1� q�(deg f)s�n 1qn�1 CK;;�;whih is of degree zero (as rational funtion in q�s) if CK;;� is di�erent from zero. But sineTheorem 1.2 in [3℄ says that for almost all ompletions K of F the degree of ZK0 (�; f; s) hasto be stritly negative, we an onlude that CK;;� = 0 and so that ZK(�; f; s) = 0 (and ofourse also that ZK0 (�; f; s) = 0). �(3.6) Topologial zeta funtion. Let f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄ n C be a homogeneous polynomialand r 2 N n f0g suh that r divides deg f . Looking at the de�nition of Z(r)top(f; s), but nowthinking projetively, we are stimulated to de�neZ(r)top;proj(f; s) := XI�T8i2I:rjNi �(EÆI )Yi2I 1�i + sNi :Then by the proof of Theorem 2.4 and by the fats of (1.4.3) we see that Z(r)top(f; s) =1n+(deg f)sZ(r)top;proj(f; s), so obviously Z(r)top;proj(f; s) is independent of the hosen embeddedresolution of D in P as in (1.2).(3.6.1) The holomorphy onjeture for Z(r)top;proj(f; s) an be formulated as follows. If r 2N n f0g does not divide the order of any eigenvalue of the loal monodromy of any fj at anypoint of f�1j f0g and if rjdeg f , then Z(r)top;proj(f; s) is holomorphi on C .(3.6.2) Under the ondition �(Pn�1C n ff = 0g) = 0 the analogue of Theorem 3.5 will holdfor the topologial zeta funtion. Indeed, if r - deg f , then Z(r)top(f; s) is holomorphi on Cby the proof of Theorem 2.4. If rjdeg f , then the same idea as in the proof of Theorem3.5 will give us (under the assumption of the holomorphy onjeture for Z(r)top;proj(f; s)) thatZ(r)top(f; s) = 1n+(deg f)s�(Pn�1C n ff = 0g) = 0.(3.7) Theorem. For a homogeneous polynomial f in three variables the holomorphy on-jetures for Igusa's loal zeta funtions ZK(�; f; s) and ZK0 (�; f; s) and for the topologialzeta funtion Z(r)top(f; s) are true.Proof. From the previous results it is lear that we just have to prove the holomorphyonjeture for ZKproj(�; f; s) (and Z(r)top;proj(f; s)).Take for the embedded resolution (YF ; 'F ) of (1.2) the (sheme-theoretial) anonialembedded resolution of DF in PF . By restriting we get the anonial embedded resolutionof f�1j f0g in A 2(F ) for any j 2 f1; 2; 3g, so we an use on every aÆne hart the samearguments as in the proof of the holomorphy onjeture for urves [10℄. By noting that thenumber Ni of an irreduible omponent of the strit transform does not hange by passingto an aÆne hart, the proof of Theorem 3.7 is done. �9



4 The monodromy onjeture(4.1) Under the usual harateristi-assumption we will show in this setion how to prove theso-alled monodromy onjeture of Igusa for an homogeneous polynomial in three variablesusing mainly the same ideas as in the proof of Theorem 3.7.(4.2) Theorem. Let F be a number �eld and f 2 F [x1; x2; x3℄nF a homogeneous polynomialsuh that �(P2C n ff = 0g) 6= 0. For almost all ompletions K of F we have the following forany harater � of R�K . If s0 is a pole of ZK(�; f; s), then exp(2�p�1<(s0)) is an eigenvalueof the loal monodromy of f at some omplex point of f�1f0g.Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.7 we take for the embedded resolution (YF ; 'F ) of (1.2)the (sheme-theoretial) anonial embedded resolution of DF in PF . By Theorem 1.5.1(i)and Theorem 1.5.2(ii) we may assume that ZK(�; f; s) = 1�q�11�q�(deg f)s�3ZKproj(�; f; s). Beauseexp(2�i( �3deg f )) is an eigenvalue of the loal monodromy of f at the origin (see the proofof Theorem 2.2), we may also assume that s0 is a pole of ZKproj(�; f; s). As in the proof ofTheorem 5.2.1 in [2℄, we �nd that <(s0) = ��jNj for some j 2 T C , with jECj nEÆj C j � 3 or j 2 T Cs .First suppose that j 2 T Cs . Then for some k 2 f1; 2; 3g there is an irreduible omponentof f�1k f0g in A 2(C ), whose strit transform (by the restrition of 'C ) has numerial data(Nj; �j) = (Nj; 1). It is well-known that in this ase exp(2�i(��jNj )) is an eigenvalue of theloal monodromy of fk at some nonsingular point of f�1k f0g. As in the proof of Theorem3.5 this implies that exp(2�i<(s0)) is an eigenvalue of the loal monodromy of f at someomplex point of f�1f0g. Next suppose that j =2 T Cs and jECj n EÆj C j � 3. Then ECj will alsobe an exeptional urve of the restrition of 'C to some aÆne hart, whih is in fat theanonial embedded resolution of f�1k f0g in A 2(C ) for some k 2 f1; 2; 3g. Now it is known,see for example [8℄, that then exp(2�i<(s0)) is an eigenvalue of the loal monodromy of fk atsome point of f�1k f0g. Then again we an onlude that exp(2�i<(s0)) is also an eigenvalueof the loal monodromy of f at some omplex point of f�1f0g. This ompletes the proof ofTheorem 4.2. �(4.2.1) Remark. From remark 1.5.3 we know that ZK0 (�; f; s) = q�(deg f)s�nZK(�; f; s), sothe monodromy onjeture is learly also true for ZK0 (�; f; s) when �(P2C n ff = 0g) 6= 0.(4.2.2) Remark. In a similar way we an prove the monodromy onjeture for the topolo-gial zeta funtion (again for a homogeneous polynomial f in three variables and under theondition that �(P2C n ff = 0g) 6= 0). This onjeture states the following for r 2 N n f0g. Ifs0 is a pole of Z(r)top(f; s), then exp(2�p�1s0) is an eigenvalue of the loal monodromy of fat some omplex point of f�1f0g.Referenes[1℄ N. A'Campo, La fontion zeta d'une monodromie, Comment. Math. Helv. 50 (1975),233{248. 10
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